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Online Tutorial
https://youtu.be/mQE0fnhltYY

If you are using a paper napkin skip this section and go
straight to “Step 3” below.
With your square napkin fully opened out, fold the fabric in
half, creating a fold edge as indicated by the dashed line.

Fold the napkin in half again as indicated by the dashed line.

Now open the napkin out again as shown in the next
photograph.

Fold corner of the napkin into the centre to create a fold
along the dashed line.

Repeat this fold to the three remaining corners.

Your napkin fold should now look similar to this photograph.

If you want the most basic form of this fold as shown in this
photograph, proceed to “

Repeat “Step 4” and “Step 5” creating folds as shown by the
dashed lines in the diagram. (The first fold is shown in
position as an example).

Your napkin fold should now look like the photograph shown
here.

If you require a larger bowl shape with two layers of petals,
(the complete Water Lily has three layers), as shown in this
photograph, proceed to “

Repeat “Step 4” and “Step 5” for a third time, creating folds
as shown by the dashed lines in the diagram.

Your napkin fold should now look like the photograph shown
here.

Turn your napkin over as shown here.

Repeat “Step 4” and “Step 5” for a third time, creating folds
as shown by the dashed lines in the diagram.

Note that it will be difficult to fold creases that stay in place.
Use an upturned wine glass or jar to hold folds secure as
shown in the next photograph.
NB: You will not need a glass for the very basic, single petal
napkin fold.

Basic Fold: Reach under each corner for the square of
material and pull outwards. Flatten corner down. Repeat to
remaining corners. (Refer to photo above step 7)
Other Two Variations: Reach under each corner for the
square of material and pull outwards and upwards. Repeat
to remaining corners. See next photograph.

First corner complete. Repeat to remaining corners.
You will have another complete set of four corners to pull
out and upwards if you originally folded two layers, or two
sets if you folded three layers for the complete water lily
napkin fold.

You are aiming for something that looks like this for the final
Water Lily fold.

Project complete 😊.

Don’t forget that you can layer up all the three variations to
make a lovely table centrepiece.

40cm Green Paper Napkins
40cm Pink Paper Napkins
Egyptian Cotton Napkins

https://amzn.to/2VgDODD
https://amzn.to/2Vj9wjv
https://amzn.to/2AkhGQ6
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